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Temperature dependence and mechanisms of vortex pinning by periodic arrays of Ni dots
in Nb films
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Pinning interactions between superconducting vortices in Nb and magnetic Ni dots were studied as a
function of current and temperature to clarify the nature of pinning mechanisms. A strong current dependence
is found for asquarearray of dots, with a temperature-dependent optimum current for the observation of
periodic pinning, which decreases with temperature as (12T/TC)3/2. This same temperature dependence is
found for the critical current at the first matching field with arectangulararray of dots. The analysis of these
results allows one to narrow the possible pinning mechanisms to a combination of two: the interaction between
the vortex and the magnetic moment of the dot and the proximity effect. Moreover, for therectangulardot
array, the temperature dependence of the crossover between the low-field regime with arectangularvortex
lattice to the high-field regime with asquareconfiguration has been studied. It is found that the crossover field
increases with decreasing temperature. This dependence indicates a change in the balance between elastic and
pinning energies, associated with the dynamical effects of the vortex lattice in the high-field range.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex dynamics is an active research field due to
richness and variety of the physics it presents. The super
ducting material, defect structures, temperature and field
the main factors that strongly affect the behavior of the v
tices and give rise to complex phase diagrams.1,2 Moreover
this field has attracted much interest due to the hope
understanding vortex motion and pinning interactions m
help improve current carrying characteristics of superc
ducting materials for eventual applications.

The recent development of techniques such ase-beam,3,4

x-ray5 or laser-interference lithography6 has opened up the
possibility of studying the interaction of the vortex lattic
with periodic arrays of submicrometric pinning cente
Thickness modulations,7 arrays of holes8,9 or arrays of me-
tallic and insulating dots10–15 give rise to interesting com
mensurability effects and stabilization of new geometri
configurations of the vortex lattice.16

In particular, synchronized pinning by metallic and ma
netic dots in superconducting thin films has been studied
function of array geometry11–13,16 ~triangular, kagome,
square or rectangular!, dot size,15 dot material,12,15 dot mag-
netic state,14 etc. This periodic pinning depends strongly o
the vortex lattice properties~i.e., intervortex interactions
elastic energy, and vortex velocity! and the dots characteris
tics ~i.e., size, interdot distance, magnetic properties, e!.
An additional complication is caused by the presence of r
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~13!/9110~7!/$15.00
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dom defects in the superconducting film that compete w
the synchronized effect.11 Because of these, a clear descri
tion of the main pinning mechanisms by the magnetic dot
still missing.

To address this important issue, we have studied the s
chronized pinning in Nb films with square and rectangu
arrays of Ni dots. Different regimes are observed in the fi
dependence of the resistivity and critical current. In additi
with rectangular arrays of pinning centers, the temperat
dependence of the vortex lattice reconfiguration from rect
gular to a square geometry is studied. This helps discrimin
among the different pinning mechanisms proposed12,14,15

~proximity effect, stray field, dot permeability, corrugatio
effects, . . . !.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II the sam
preparation is described, in Sec. III the current and temp
ture dependence of periodic pinning is presented, in Sec
the mechanisms and the temperature dependence of per
pinning in samples with rectangular arrays is discussed
the conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Ordered arrays of submicrometric Ni dots are fabrica
by e-beam lithography combined with a liftoff technique
described elsewhere.17 Briefly, a Si substrate is covered by
PMMA resist layer where the desired pattern is written in
scanning electron microscope~SEM!. Then the sample is
9110 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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developed and a Ni layer is grown on the resist templa
This is followed by a liftoff process in acetone to obtain t
magnetic dot array. Figure 1 shows a SEM micrograph
one of these arrays, with typical dot dimensions of 40
thickness and 250 nm diameter. The dots are arranged e
in square or rectangular arrays as in Fig. 1 with lattice
rameters in the 400–900 nm range and extend over 50mm
350 mm areas. On top of the magnetic dot array, a 100
thick Nb film is deposited by sputtering. For the transp
measurements a 40mm bridge is defined by standard optic
lithography and reactive ion etching. The samples prese
metallic normal-state behavior with a superconducting tr
sition temperature in theTC58.0–8.5 K range.

Transport measurements are performed in a helium
ostat, with the applied field perpendicular to the substr
plane. In the samples with rectangular~square! arrays of dots
the current is applied parallel to the long side~one side! of
the array cell.

III. RESULTS

A classical tool in the study of pinning interactions is
compare the field and temperature dependence of the pin
force with theoretical models.1,18,19 However, in the case o
periodic pinning the situation is complicated by the comp
tition between random and ordered pinning centers,11 and the
existence of many possible vortex lattice configurations.
the different matching fields single, interstitial and/or mul
quanta vortices may be present.9,20,21

This complex behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2, whic
shows the voltage vs field for a Nb film with a (400 n
3400 nm) square array of Ni dots. Each curve is measu
with a different value of the driving transport current. In
limited current range, 2.53103 A/cm2,J,7.5
3103 A/cm2, the V(B) curves show clear resistivity dip
associated with synchronized pinning. These minima app
at constantDB5130 G field intervals, which corresponds
a vortex densitynv5B/F056.33108 cm22, whereF0 is
the quantum of flux. This is in very good agreement with t
pinning centers densitynP51/(400 nm3400 nm)56.25
3108 cm22 of the square dot array. However, for low an
high current densities, there is a monotonic dependenc
the voltage increasing with magnetic field. Moreover, for t
sample, no indication of periodic pinning is found in the fie

FIG. 1. SEM micrograph of a rectangular array of Ni dots fa
ricated by e-beam lithography.
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dependence of the critical current density.
This kind of driving current dependence is a clear indic

tion of a change in the dominant pinning centers from
random defects in the Nb film to the ordered dot array. T
is related to dynamical ordering in the vortex lattice at hi
vortex velocities.11,22 Therefore, the field and temperatu
dependence of the critical current is affected by random p
ning and complicates the interpretation of the pinni
mechanism by the magnetic dots. However, it is interest
to analyze instead the behavior of the optimum currentJopt
for the observation of periodic pinning, defined as the curr
where the highest number of minima in the resistivity
field curves could be observed. Figure 3 shows thatJopt
}(12T/TC)3/2. However, the available current rangeDJopt
for the observation of periodic pinning becomes narrower
lower the temperature. For exampleDJopt /Jopt51 at T
50.99TC , while DJopt /Jopt50.16 atT50.97TC . This sug-
gests that, as the temperature is reduced, pinning by the
riodic array becomes weaker than pinning by random
fects.

Periodic pinning is also observed for a Nb film with
rectangular (400 nm3625 nm) array of Ni dots, as show
in Fig. 4, where the critical current (JC) and the resistivity

-
FIG. 2. Voltage vs field for a Nb film with a square (400 n

3400 nm) array of Ni dots at 8.35 K(TC58.43 K): A,J
5104 A/cm2; B,J57.53103 A/cm2; C,J553103 A/cm2; D,J
53.753103 A/cm2; E,J52.53103 A/cm2; F,J51.25
3103 A/cm2.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the optimal current for s
chronized pinning for a Nb film with a (400 nm3400 nm) array
of Ni dots. Solid line is a linear fit toJopt}(12T/TC)3/2.
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9112 PRB 62J. I. MARTIN et al.
(r) are plotted as a function of magnetic field atT
50.98TC . In this case, two field regimes are found with tw
different field spacings between the periodic minima.16 At
low fields, the minima appear at field intervalsDBlow581
62 G that corresponds to a vortex densitynv5(3.960.1)
3108 cm22 which is the same as the density of pinnin
centersnP51/(400 nm3625 nm)543108 cm22. In the
high-field regime the distance between minima isDBhigh
511265 G that corresponds to a vortex lattice with latti
parametera05(F0 /B)1/25430610 nm, very similar to the
short side~400 nm! of the rectangular array cell. This sug
gests that, in the low-field regime, the vortex lattice is d
torted into a rectangular configuration, while in the high-fie
region the vortices form a square lattice that is pinned w
it matches the short side of the rectangular array cell. T
behavior in the two field regimes is different, not only in th
shape and position of the periodic pinning minima, but a
in the background dissipation at fields outside from
matching condition, i.e., there is an overall increase in
critical current~decrease in the resistivity! in the high-field
region. This can be related to the vortex lattice becom
stiffer at higher fields. As vortices interactions become str
ger, the lattice cannot easily flow around pinned vortices
that the whole lattice is affected by the presence of the
dots at all fields even outside the matching condition.

The critical current has also a different temperature
pendence in these two field regimes@see Fig. 5, whereJC(T)
is plotted for the fields corresponding to the first low- a
high-field minima of the resistivity vs field curves#. The tem-
perature dependence of the critical current at the first lo
field minimum can be well fitted by a (12T/TC)3/2 depen-
dence, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. This is the same po

FIG. 4. ~a! Critical current and~b! resistivity as a function of
magnetic field for a Nb film with a rectangular (400 n
3625 nm) array of Ni dots atT58.15 K.
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law found for Jopt in the sample with the square lattice o
dots, indicating that we are observing the same vort
pinning center interaction in both cases.

On the other hand,JC(T) has a different behavior for the
first high-field minimum. It is almost the same as the lo
field minimumJC(T) for T.8.1 K, and then it falls below
as the temperature is reduced. This indicates that the vor
lattice array of dots interaction is changing at this field po
tion as a function of temperature. This change in the hi
field region as a function of temperature is also found in
magnetoresistance curves shown in Fig. 6, where the cr
over between the high- and low-field regimes is found
have a weak temperature dependence. Close toTC , the
crossover occurs between the third and fourth minim
whereas at lower temperatures it happens at a field pos
between the fourth and fifth minima. Thus, these results
dicate a change as a function of temperature in the bala
between elastic and pinning energies that govern this cr
over as discussed below.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Pinning mechanisms

There are several kinds of interactions between vorti
and the Ni dots that have been proposed to account for
observed pinning effect. Some of them take into account
ferromagnetic character of the Ni dots, such as the reduc
in the order parameter close to the dot by a magnetic pr
imity effect12,15 or by the dot stray field,10,14 the higher per-
meability at the dot,12,15or the interaction between the vorte
magnetic field and the magnetic dipole of the dot.23 There
are also other possibilities that could contribute to the p
odic pinning effect not of magnetic origin such as the pe
odic corrugation of the Nb film grown on top of the Ni do
array.12

A good summary of the field and temperature depende
of the pinning force for a variety of nonferromagnetic pi
ning centers can be found in the classical paper

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the critical current for a
film with a rectangular (400 nm3625 nm) array of Ni dots at the
first low-field minimum (B581 G, empty symbols! and at the first
high-field minimum (B5324 G, filled symbols!. Inset showsJC vs
(12T/TC)3/2 at the low-field minimum. The solid line is a linear fi
to the data.
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Dew-Hughes.19 However, none of those mechanisms can
count for the behavior of the Ni dots~i.e., provide the ob-
servedJC(T) dependence with right pinning center chara
teristics!. For example, pinning by point defects~i.e., with all
three dimensions smaller than the penetration depthl and
intervortex spacing as is the case here! gives rise to a tem-
perature dependence in the pinning force linear in
2T/TC) inconsistent with our observations. Therefore it
worth analyzing in some detail the pinning mechanis
based on the ferromagnetic character of the dots.

First, we consider the change in vortex magnetic ene
due to the higher permeability of a dot with radiusr dot and
thicknesstdot . In this case, the pinning energy«P is given by

«P5
m0

2 E
Vdot

xH2dV5
F0

2tdotx

4pm0l4E
0

rdot FK0S r

l D G2

rdr ,

~1!

where x is the Ni dot susceptibility,m0 is the free space
permeability, and the magnetic field of a vortex is24

H~r !5
F0

2pl2m0
K0S r

l D , ~2!

FIG. 6. Field dependence of the resistivity for a Nb film with
rectangular (400 nm3625 nm) array of Ni dots at~a! T58.3 K
and~b! T58.0 K. ~c! Position of the minima for:T58.3 K, empty
symbols;T58.0 K, filled symbols. The solid lines are linear re
gressions.
-

-

1
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with K0(x) the zeroth-order Hankel function.«P is the gain
in energy when the vortex is moved from infinity to the do
Taking into account that the vortex field is spread ove
distancel, this change in energy will also occur in an inte
val of the order ofl. Therefore, in a first approximation, th
pinning force can be estimated as

FP}
«P

l
5

F0
2tdotx

4pm0l5E
0

rdot FK0S r

l D G2

rdr . ~3!

In this temperature ranger dot is larger than the coherenc
length j and smaller than the penetration depthl, i.e., j
,r dot,l ~typical values for Nb films atT50.98TC are j
590 nm andl5320 nm whiler dot5130 nm). Then, the
integral ofK0(x) function in Eq.~3! is weakly temperature
dependent~with only a 10% change in the temperature ran
of the experimental data in Fig. 5! and, therefore, the tem
perature dependence of the pinning force is dominated by
factor 1/l5 so that

FP}~12T/TC!5/2. ~4!

These results can be compared withJC(T) at the first
minimum for the rectangular array~shown in Fig. 5!. At this
field position the vortex lattice exactly matches the array
dots with probably one vortex pinned at every Ni dot. The
fore, JC is directly associated with the pinning forceFP
5JC3F0 between one vortex with one magnetic dot. The
the observed experimental behavior@JC}(12T/TC)3/2# is
inconsistent with Eq.~4!. Thus the higher permeability of th
dot does not provide a viable mechanism.

Another possible origin of pinning by ferromagnetic pa
ticles is the interaction between the vortex field and the
dot magnetic dipolem.23 The interaction energy between th
vortex and a magnetic particle of momentm given by

«P5m•H5
F0mz

2pl2m0
K0S r

l D . ~5!

This energy gives rise to an attractive force

F52u¹~m•H!u52
F0mz

2pl3m0
K1S r

l D , ~6!

wheremz is the component of the magnetic moment para
to the vortex field andK1(x) is the first-order Hankel func-
tion. As r→0, K1(r /l) increases as (r /l)21 with a cutoff at
r 5j due to the vortex core. This corresponds to a maxim
value of the pinning force

FP5
F0mz

2pm0jl2 . ~7!

Close toTC , using the Ginzburg-Landau expressions forl
and j, the temperature dependence of this pinning force
given by

FP}
1

jl2 }~12T/TC!3/2, ~8!

which is compatible with the experimental results of Fig.
For a Ni dot with dimensionstdot540 nm and r dot

5130 nm,mz can be estimated asmz5m0xzHzpr dot
2 tdot
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53310223 Tm3. Here xz is calculated using the formula
for an oblate ellipsoid25 as xz51/(Na2Nc)51.6, with Na
and Nc the demagnetizing factors, and a typical value
Hz5100 Oe has been considered. This value ofmz gives
FP51027 dyn at 0.98TC .

Finally, another possible pinning mechanism is provid
by the presence of normal regions around the dot cause
either the dot stray field or the ferromagnetic proximity e
fect. Stray fields cannot be very relevant since the obser
pinning effect is independent of magnetic history and sho
no hysteresis effects. On the other hand, a clear indicatio
the proximity effect is found in the strongTC depression of a
Nb film grown on a Ni layer prepared under identical con
tions as the Nb films on top of the Ni dots arrays used in t
work.26 Morevoer, the presence of normal regions around
dot is consistent with the superconducting wire network
havior found in samples with very small dot separation.15

The pinning energy of a normal inclusion with radiu
larger thanj inside a superconducting film of thicknesst f i lm
can be estimated1 as

«P5
1

2
m0HC

2 pj2t f i lm5
F0

2t f i lm

16pk2m0j2 , ~9!

where HC is the thermodynamic critical field andk the
Ginzburg-Landau parameter. The pinning force is given

FP5
«P

j
}

1

j3 }~12T/TC!3/2, ~10!

which is also in good agreement with the observedJC(T)
dependence in our samples. A more refined numer
calculation27 solving the two dimensional Ginzburg-Landa
equations for this problem gives the same temperature
pendence of the pinning force. This pinning mechanism p
vides a pinning forceFP5731028 dyn at 0.98TC for our
samples, similar to the previous case. In both cases,
value is in good agreement with the order of magnitude
the pinning force by a magnetic dotFP51027 dyn obtained
earlier16 from the analysis of the vortex lattice reconfigur
tion in similar samples.

The temperature dependence of the critical current den
is consistent with two pinning mechanisms that provide si
lar pinning force strength, both related with the ferroma
netic character of the dots. These two mechanisms, const
opposite limits of the same problem. The first correspond
a ‘‘dirty’’ interface between the Ni dot and the Nb film i
which the dot does not perturb the superconducting pro
ties of the Nb film, so that pinning occurs via a magne
interaction with an unperturbed vortex. The second is tha
a perfectly ‘‘clean’’ interface in which the proximity effec
with the Ni dots creates a normal region in the Nb film a
pinning occurs only by reduction in the vortex core ener
Therefore, in a real sample, the pinning interaction betwee
vortex and a Ni dot must be a combination of both mec
nisms. These results are in good agreement with prev
works that show strong enhancement of the periodic pinn
in samples with magnetic dots compared to samples w
nonmagnetic dots.12,14,15
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B. Temperature dependence of pinning by rectangular arrays

The elastic properties of the vortex lattice can be prob
by the study of periodic pinning with nonisotropic arrays
defects. In particular, an overall deformation in the vort
lattice can be induced in order to match the geometry o
rectangular array of dots. This rectangular configuration
the vortex lattice is stable at low-fields but at higher fie
there is a crossover to a more isotropic square geometry.
energy balance that governs this crossover is

DE5Erectangular2Esquare

5DEelastic~rectangular2square!2DEPinning ,

~11!

where DEelastic(rectangular2square) is the increase in
elastic energy due to the rectangular distortion relative to
square vortex lattice andDEPinning is the gain in pinning
energy of the vortices at the magnetic do
DEelastic(rectangular2square) becomes bigger as vortice
interactions become stronger at higher magnetic fields,
induces the crossover between the low- and high-fi
regions.16

The reduction in the crossover field for higher tempe
tures observed in Fig. 6, is an indication that the bala
DEPinning /DEelastic decreases slightly with increasing tem
perature. To understand this change, we must consider
temperature dependence of the different terms. The in
ment in elastic energy considering vortices interactions i
bulk superconductor24 is

DEelastic~rectangular2square!

5
F0

2

8p2l2H (
rect

K0S r i j

l D2F (
square

K0S r i j

l D G J ,

~12!

where r i j is the distance between vorticesi and j, and the
sums are extended over two square or rectangular lattice
a density given by the magnetic field. In a thin-film lim
(t f i lm!l), there is an additional interaction between vortic
via the magnetic field outside the superconductor. Then,
K0(r i j /l) function in Eq. ~12! should be substituted by
H0(2t f i lmr i j /l2)2Y0(2t f i lmr i j /l2), with H0(x) being the
Struve function andY0(x) being the Bessel function of th
second kind.28 The largest contributions to the sums of E
~12! are given by the nearest and next-nearest neighbors
r i j ,l, where bothK0(x) andH0(x)2Y0(x) have the same
dependence. Then, Eq.~12! can be written in both limits as

DEelastic~rectangular2square!

5
F0

2

8p2l2 F(
rect

@2 ln~r i j !#2 (
square

@2 ln~r i j !#G .
~13!

Close toTC the temperature dependence of this term can
approximated by

DEelastic~rectangular2square!}
1

l2 }~12T/TC!.

~14!
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The second term in Eq.~11! is the difference between th
pinning energy of the vortex lattice in the rectangular and
square configurations DEPinning5EP(rectangular)
2EP(square), whereEP5«Pf P , with «P being the pinning
energy per dot andf P is the fraction of vortices pinned at th
dots for each particular field and vortex lattice configuratio
In a first approximation,EP(square) may be neglected b
cause the fraction of pinned vortices in this configuration
much smaller than in the rectangular one. Assuming tha
matching there is only one vortex per dot and neglecting
contribution of interstitial vortices, the gain in pinning e
ergy of the vortex lattice isDEPinning5EP(rectangular)
5nP«P , with nP being the density of pinning centers. Ta
ing into account the relevant pinning mechanisms discus
above,«P is given either by Eq.~5! («P}1/l2) or by Eq.~9!
(«P}1/j2) in both cases a linear dependence in (12T/TC)
close toTC , i.e.,

DEPinning5nP«P}~12T/TC!. ~15!

Since the temperature dependence of Eqs.~14! and~15! is
the same, in a first approximation, the crossover field sho
be temperature independent. This is in agreement with
weak temperature dependence derived from the magne
sistance data shown in Fig. 6 and implies that a more refi
calculation would be needed in order to account for the te
perature change in the crossover. For example, for a prox
ity effect pinning mechanism the ratioDEPinning /DEelastic
}l2/j2 so, using the exact temperature dependencel(T)
5l(0)/A12(T/TC)4, results in a 6% decrease in the cros
over field from 8.0 to 8.3 K. This is qualitatively in agree
ment with the experimental behavior although it is sma
than the change in crossover observed in Fig. 6~a 15–20 %
decrease in the sameT interval!.

EP(square) neglected above is the additional term t
affects the temperature dependence of the gain in pinn
energy, DEPinning5EP(rectangular)2EP(square). In the
high-field region, the shape of the minima in magnetore
tance presents a strong temperature dependence, and
become much deeper as the temperature is increased~see
Fig. 6!. This implies that the vortex lattice is more strong
pinned at the matching conditions, i.e.,EP(square) become
more important close toTC . In this high-field regime,
vortex-vortex interactions are strong enough to prevent
tortion of the lattice by the rectangular array. This can g
rise to a more complex behavior and factors such as the o
in the vortex lattice, dynamical effects, and the competit
c
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of periodic pinning with random defects become relevant.
general, the overall behavior in this high-field region is qu
similar to the sample with the square array discussed ab
In that case, it was found that periodic pinning was favor
for temperatures close toTC , so that it could be observed i
a wider current range. Therefore, the reduction in the cro
over field must be related with this relative enhancemen
pinning energy for the square vortex lattice at higher te
peratures.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have analyzed the pinning mechanis
in Nb by ordered~squareor rectangular! arrays of submi-
crometric Ni dots by studying the current and temperat
dependences. The same (12T/TC)3/2 temperature depen
dence is found insquare arrays of dots for the optimum
periodic pinning currentJopt and in rectangulararrays for
the critical currentJC(T) at the first minimum inr(H) @i.e.,
maximum inJC(H)#. This T dependence is directly relate
to the pinning force between one vortex and one dot, sinc
this first minimum the vortex lattice exactly matches the
ray with one vortex pinned per every Ni dot. These resu
can be understood in terms of a combination of two pinn
mechanisms related with the ferromagnetic character of
dots that provide the correctT dependence and order of ma
nitude of the pinning force.

For therectangulararrays, two field regimes can be de
fined in the magnetoresistance data corresponding to two
ferent geometrical configurations of the vortex lattice:rect-
angular at low-fields and square at high-fields. The
crossover between both regimes is weakly temperature
pendent and occurs at lower fields for higher temperatu
This indicates that the balanceDEPinning /DEelastic, which
governs therectangularto squarecrossover, decreases wit
increasing temperature. This is related to dynamical effe
in the vortex lattice that induce an enhancement in the p
ning energy of thesquarevortex lattice configuration at high
temperature.
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